To all students,

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs)
Vice President

【28th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease</IMPORTANT>

In accordance with the application of "Priority Preventative Measures" in Kanazawa City, we will raise up a level of "Kanazawa University's Guideline to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19" on August 7.

(1) Increase in COVID-19 infections among KU students
   The mutant strains is highly contagious, and even a small amount of droplets can cause infections. Conduct yourself with the idea of not spreading droplets in any situations. Although it's confirmed that two doses of vaccine boost immune system, vaccination does not guarantee that you will not catch the virus. Think "I might have already been infected with the virus and may spread it to others" rather than "I will not catch the virus." Continue to take thorough basic infection prevention measures to prevent the spread of infection to others.

(2) Travels within and outside the prefecture
   We strongly request you to refrain from unnecessary travels within and outside the prefecture, especially to the areas where the state of emergency has been issued and areas under priority preventative measures. When participating in job-hunting activities or internship programs, consult with a contact person of the companies about whether or not you can participate online.

(3) Extracurricular activities
   In principle, activities which cause "Three Cs", even under the measures to prevent infection, are prohibited. Participation in student events and games/performances sponsored or co-sponsored by the university should be cancelled or postponed (permission may be granted under certain conditions). Eating and drinking with friends and acquaintances, and staying overnight at friends' houses are prohibited. *Three Cs: 1.Closed spaces with poor ventilation, 2.Crowded places with many people nearby, 3.Close-contact settings such as close-range conversations

(4) Preparation for classes in Q3 of 2021
   In principle, prepare for face-to-face classes. You should return to your "Commuting Address" by Friday, September 17 and manage your health such as taking your temperature every day. Also, record a "Health and Activity Record Sheet" so that you can submit it whenever it’s required. We may ask you to submit it when you are infected.

<Request from Ishikawa Prefecture (Extracts)>
   ・ Refrain from going out unnecessarly, including during the daytime.
   ・ Refrain from unnecessary travel to and from outside of the prefecture, including homecoming visit.(use online).
   ・ Carefully consider eating and drinking in a large group, for long periods of time, and with people you do not usually meet.
   ・ Continue to take all possible measures to prevent the spread of infection.

If you have any of the following symptoms, please do not come to school and contact your affiliated student affairs section.
   ・ Strong symptoms such as dyspnea (dyspnea), strong fatigue (malaise), and high fever
   ・ Persistent relatively mild cold symptoms such as fever and cough

Please refer to the university’s website for *

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all students,

[27th Report] <IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

While infections have been spreading nationwide and COVID-19 is still not under control, we will have the Olympic Games and the summer holidays soon.

We ask you to continue to be vigilant, refrain from going out unnecessarily, comply with "Kanazawa University's Guideline to the Prevent the Spread of COVID-19" *, and take thorough measures to prevent the spread of infection to yourself and others.

Even on the holidays, make sure to check all notifications from the university (Web, portal messages, and notifications from your department/graduate school, etc.) on a regular basis.

(1) Preparation for classes in Q3 of 2021

In principle, prepare for face-to-face classes. You should return to your "Commuting Address" by September 17 and manage your health such as taking your temperature every day. Also, record a "Health and Activity Record Sheet" * so that you can submit it whenever it’s required. We may ask you to submit it when you are infected.

(2) Travels within and outside the prefecture

We strongly request you to refrain from unnecessary travels within and outside the prefecture, especially to the areas where the state of emergency has been issued and areas under priority preventative measures. When participating in job-hunting activities or internship programs, consult with a contact person of the companies about whether or not you can participate online.

(3) Extracurricular activities

In principle, activities which cause "Three Cs"*, even under the measures to prevent infection, are prohibited. Participation in student events and performances sponsored or co-sponsored by the university should be cancelled or postponed (permission may be granted under certain conditions). Details will be announced separately. In addition, refrain from eating and drinking with friends and acquaintances. Social gatherings including those held at their homes or lodgings are prohibited.

*Three Cs: 1. Closed spaces with poor ventilation, 2. Crowded places with many people nearby, 3. Close-contact settings such as close-range conversations

(4) Others

- Those who will receive COVID-19 vaccine at the university should come to school on the designated date and time for both doses (Check the bus schedule).
- Wear a mask and disinfect your hands whenever you are on campus or going out.
- Avoid the activities with high risk of infection, such as eating and drinking, karaoke in large groups, and the situations of "Three Cs".
- Take your temperature every morning. If you have a fever or other health problems, do not come to school and refrain from going out.
- Contact your affiliated student affairs section* immediately when you are in the following cases.
  ① When you undergo a PCR test.
  ② When you become a close contact person and are required to stay at home by the public health center.

The counters at each campus will be closed during the holidays. If you are in an emergency or either above ① or ② case, please contact the following number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emergency contact during holidays/night : Kakuma Central Monitoring Room</th>
<th>076-264-6295</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Pay attention to health management on a daily basis and if you have symptoms such as high fever, dyspnea, or malaise, please do not come to school but call your family doctor or other medical institution for advice. If you do not know which hospital to consult, call the Ishikawa Prefecture Fever Patient Consultation Center.

Ishikawa Prefecture Fever Patient Consultation Center : 0120-540-004 (24 hours support)

If a PCR test or an antigen test has been deferred at your primary doctor’s or the Ishikawa Prefectural Fever Patient Consultation Center’s decision, but you still have the questionable symptoms of infection and wish to be tested, do not hesitate to consult with the Kanazawa University Health Service Center.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Service Center : Weekdays From 8:30 am to 5:00 pm</th>
<th>076-264-5256</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kakuma Central Monitoring Room : Times other than those above and Holidays</td>
<td>076-264-6295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please refer to the university's website for.*
June 29, 2021

To all students,

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs)
Vice President

【26th Report】<IMPORTANT> Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We hereby notify that a new response level, Level 1.5, for “Kanazawa University’s Guideline to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19” has been set.

As of June 22, the response level for "Education" and "Extracurricular Activity of Students" shall be raised to Level 1.5. However, there would be no major changes in the content.

We ask you to stay remain vigilant, comply with the notification of each activity, and take appropriate measures.

When you come to campus and attend classes, be sure to make efforts to prevent infection.

- Wear a mask and disinfect your hands whenever you are on campus or going out.
- Avoid activities with high risk of infection, such as eating and drinking, karaoke in large groups, and the situations of "Three Cs".
- Take your temperature every morning. If you have a fever or other health problems, do not come to campus and refrain from going out.
- Contact your affiliated student affairs section* immediately when you are in the following cases.
  ①When you undergo a PCR test.
  ②When you become a close contact person and are required to stay at home by the public health center.

<Avoid strictly>

- Unnecessary going out and traveling to and from other prefectures as well as in Ishikawa prefecture except for commuting. (Especially unnecessary going out after 8 pm)
- Eating and drinking, and part-time job at facilities with inadequate measures to prevent infection.
- Eating and drinking, and talking without a mask in the situation with the 3Cs.
- Eating and drinking with a large group on the streets or in parks.
- Eating and drinking at a friend’s home. Staying at a friend’s home is prohibited.

Please refer to the university's website for *

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
June 11, 2021

To all students,

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs)
Vice President

【25th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

In order to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus infection, we have already issued notifications [Reports 1 to 24]*. In accordance with lifting the "Priority Preventative Measures", we lower a level of "Kanazawa University’s Guideline to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19"*.

As a result of this, a method of class implementation may be changed as needed. Make sure to check all notifications from the university (Website, portal messages, and notifications from your department/graduate school, etc.) on a regular basis.

When you come to campus and attend classes, be sure to make efforts to prevent infection.
● Wear a mask and disinfect your hands whenever you are on campus or going out.
● Avoid activities with high risk of infection, such as eating and drinking, karaoke in large groups, and the situations of "Three Cs".
● Take your temperature every morning. If you have a fever or other health problems, do not come to campus and refrain from going out.
● Contact your affiliated student affairs section* immediately when you are in the following cases.
  ① When you undergo a PCR test.
  ② When you become a close contact person and are required to stay at home by the public health center.

<Avoid strictly>
● Unnecessary going out and traveling to and from other prefectures as well as in Ishikawa prefecture except for commuting. (Especially unnecessary going out after 8 pm)
● Eating and drinking, and part-time job at facilities with inadequate measures to prevent infection
● Eating and drinking, and talking without a mask in the situation with the 3Cs
● Eating and drinking with a large group on the streets or in parks
● Eating and drinking, and staying at a friend’s home

Please refer to the university’s website for *

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all students,

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs)
Vice President

【24th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

In order to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus infection, we have already issued notifications [Reports 1 to 23]*. In accordance with the application of “Priority Preventative Measures” in Ishikawa prefecture, we have raised up a level of “Kanazawa University’s Guideline to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19”. Compared to the conventional viruses, mutant strains are more infectious to young people and tend to cause severe illness even in young people without underlying diseases.

Since the Golden Week holidays, infection caused by following cases have been confirmed at our university and we have switched to remote classes.

<Cases>
- Talking with a mask off while eating and drinking
- Conversation without a mask in places where "close contact" cannot be avoided, such as in a car
- Contact with residents of the area where infection is spreading
- Travel to and from the areas where infection is spreading
- Staying at a friend's home

Once again, reflect on our own behavior and take thorough measures to prevent infection, such as disinfecting hands. Especially avoid the followings strictly to prevent the spread of infection.

<Avoid strictly>
① Unnecessary going out and traveling to and from other prefectures as well as in Ishikawa prefecture except for commuting. (Especially unnecessary going out after 8 pm)
② Eating and drinking, and part-time job at facilities with inadequate measures to prevent infection
③ Eating and drinking, and talking without a mask in the situation with the 3C
④ Eating and drinking with a large group on the streets or in parks
⑤ Eating and drinking, and staying at a friend's home

If you have any of the following symptoms, please do not come to school and contact your affiliated student affairs section*.
- Strong symptoms such as dyspnea (dyspnea), strong fatigue (malaise), and high fever
- Continuing relatively mild cold symptoms such as fever and cough

Please refer to the university's website for * Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
April 23, 2021

To all students,

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs)
Vice President

【23rd Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

In order to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus infection, we have already notified you in the previous reports, [Reports 1 to 22]*1. The levels in “Business Travel and Travel” and “Extracurricular Activities of Students” in the “Guidelines for the Prevention of Spread of Coronavirus Infections in Kanazawa University 2019 (COVID-19)”*2 have been raised. In accordance with this, the followings will apply from the 23rd Report.

Compared to the conventional viruses, mutant strains are more infectious to young people and tend to cause severe illness even in young people without underlying diseases. If the situation worsens, we have no choice but to take measures which have a serious impact on students’ campus life, such as restricting their attendance at school or closing the campus.

We would like to urge everyone to have a strong sense of urgency, refrain from going out unnecessarily, and take other measures to prevent the spread of infection.

(1) Travels within and outside the prefectures

Refrain from unnecessary travels within and outside the prefectures, especially where the state of emergency has been issued. When participating in job-hunting activities or internship programs, consult with a contact person of the companies about whether or not you can participate online.

(2) Extracurricular activities

In principle, the activities which cause “Three Cs”*, even under the measures to prevent infection, are prohibited. Participation in student events and games/performances sponsored or co-sponsored by the university should be cancelled or postponed (permission may be granted under certain conditions). Details will be announced as soon as possible. In addition, we strongly request students to refrain from “newcomer’s parties” and social gatherings, including those held at their homes or lodgings.

*Three Cs: 1. Closed spaces with poor ventilation, 2. Crowded places with many people nearby, 3. Close-contact settings such as close-range conversations

(3) Other

- Wear a mask and disinfect your hands whenever you are on campus or going out.
- Avoid the activities with high risk of infection, such as eating and drinking, karaoke in large groups, and the situations of “Three Cs”.
- Take your temperature every morning. If you have a fever or other health problems, do not come to school and refrain from going out.
- Contact your affiliated student affairs section*3 immediately when you are in the following cases.
  ① When you undergo a PCR test.
  ② When you become a close contact person and are required to stay at home by the public health center.

The counters at each campus will be closed during the holidays. If you are in an emergency or either above ① or ② case, please contact the following number.

Emergency contact during holidays/night : Kakuma Central Monitoring Room 0 7 6 – 2 6 4 – 6 2 9 5

Pay attention to health management on a daily basis and if you have symptoms such as high fever, dyspnea, or malaise, please do not come to school but call your family doctor or other medical institution for advice. If you do not know which hospital to consult, call the Ishikawa Prefecture Fever Patient Consultation Center.

Ishikawa Prefecture Fever Patient Consultation Center : 0 1 2 0 – 5 4 0 – 0 0 4 (24 hours support)

If a PCR test or an antigen test has been deferred at your primary doctor’s or the Ishikawa Prefectural Fever Patient Consultation Center’s decision, but you still have the questionable symptoms of infection and wish to be tested, do not hesitate to consult with the Kanazawa University Health Service Center.

Health Service Center : Weekdays From 8:30 am to 5:00 pm 0 7 6 – 2 6 4 – 5 2 5 6
Kakuma Central Monitoring Room : Weekdays 0 7 6 – 2 6 4 – 6 2 9 5

Even on holidays, make sure to check all notifications from the university (Web, portal messages, and notifications from your department/graduate school, etc.) on a regular basis.

Please refer to the university’s website for*1 to *3.

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all students,

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【22nd Report】 IMPORTANT Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

In order to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus infection, we have already notified you in [Reports 1 to 21]*1. Those who admitted to the school are especially requested to confirm the following information carefully.

Changes may occur in the future, depending on the infection status of the new coronavirus nationwide. In addition, in some colleges or graduate schools that consider it difficult to conduct all of classes face-to-face, taking into consideration the capacity of the lecture room and the number of students, remote classes may be used together.

(1) Preparing for classes in 2021 academic year

In principle, classes will be conducted face-to-face, so each student is expected to take care of his/her own health by taking a temperature every day and recording it on the attached "Health and Activity Record"*2 so that it can be submitted when required. You may be asked to submit this form if you are infected.

In addition, if you have any of the following symptoms, please contact your academic affairs office. (Each student should confirm the contact information*3 in advance.)

・Any of strong symptoms such as dyspnea (dyspnea), strong fatigue (malaise), and high fever
・Relatively mild cold symptoms such as fever and cough continue (including continued medication)

(2) Class attendance

・Wear a mask at all times when coming to school and attending classes.
・Disinfect your hands and fingers with hand disinfectant solution at the entrance of the lecture room before/after classes.
・In order to identify a contact person when an infected person have been discovered, pass your student ID over an attendance management device or follow the instructor's instruction in all face-to-face classes.

※Students with symptoms such as fever and a close contact person (including a positive person) will be suspended from attendance.

(3) Cafeteria

In the cafeteria, we have infection control measures to prevent infection, such as checking the temperature when entering the cafeteria, installing dividers, and increasing distance between seats. Therefore, it is inevitable that the cafeteria and stores will be crowded during lunch time. If possible, please bring your own lunch. Eating is available in the lecture rooms (with limited seating space).

(4) Moving to endemic areas outside the prefecture

When traveling outside of the prefecture, including to epidemic areas*4, please take measures to prevent infection.

(5) Moving overseas

Moving overseas is prohibited in principle, unless a permission is obtained from the dean or graduate school dean through the affiliated student affairs section.

※Currently, according to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Safety Information, The whole world is set to Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 3 (Recommendations for travel cancellation). In addition, most countries are set to
Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 2 (do not travel unnecessarily).

(6) Club activities
Activities are restricted in accordance with the "University’s Activity Guidelines for Preventing the Spread of New Coronavirus Infections "※5. For details, please check the University's website.

(7) Students will be asked to refrain from participating in activities with a high risk of infection, such as parties, karaoke, and live music performances.

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp

Please refer to the university's website for ※1 to ※5.
To all students,

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【21st Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have notified from the 1st to the 20th reports in order to prevent the spread of new coronavirus infection.

Classes, health examinations and other events in 2021 will be conducted face-to-face in principle after taking the following infection prevention measures in order to secure learning opportunities for students, so we will notify you including related matters.

Changes may occur in the future, depending on the infection status of the new coronavirus nationwide. In addition, in some colleges or graduate schools that consider it difficult to conduct all of classes face-to-face, taking into consideration the capacity of the lecture room and the number of students, remote classes may be used together.

Please also check the previous notices on the Kanazawa University website <Information of Latest Schedule>.

(1) Preparation for classes in 2021

Classes will be held face-to-face in principle, so by March 23, you should return to your "Commuting Address" and try to manage your health such as temperature measurement every day. Also, record the "Health and Activity Record Sheet" (attached to the 14th report) so that you can submit it anytime. We may ask you to submit it when an infection is found.

(2) Measures to prevent the spread of infection for face-to-face classes

If you have any of the following symptoms, please contact your affiliated student affairs section.

- Any of strong symptoms such as dyspnea (dyspnea), strong fatigue (malaise), and high fever
- Relatively mild cold symptoms such as fever and cough continue (including continued medication)

(3) Moving to endemic areas outside the prefecture

We request that you refrain from unnecessary and non-urgent movements outside the prefecture, including the areas covered by the state of emergency. Also, as in the past, keep in mind infection prevention measures.

(4) Moving overseas

No change from the “16th report”. In principle, it is prohibited unless permitted by the dean of the college or graduate school through your affiliated student affairs section.

(5) Club activity

No change from the “16th report”. Keep in mind that club activities sporadically generate clusters at other universities.

(Continue to the next page)
(6) Other

Those who plan to graduate or complete the program should attend the Kanazawa University Commencement Ceremony after making efforts for health management.

We strongly urge you to refrain from eating and karaoke with a large number of people in light of the nationwide infection situation.

*Reference:
Kanazawa University top
→ The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
→ Information of Latest Schedule →
● 【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応／Response to the Covid-19】

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
January 13, 2021

To all students,

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【20th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

Due to the rapid deterioration of the coronavirus infection situation nationwide, we change the resumption of face-to-face classes from January 18th to January 25th.

However, at the discretion of the college or graduate school, face-to-face classes may be used together during the period from January 18th to 22nd, so please check the notification from your college or graduate school.

Students staying outside the prefecture due to returning home, etc. should return to their "commuting address" by January 15 for face-to-face classes. Also, please make efforts for health management such as temperature measurement, and record it in the "Health and Activity Record Sheet" so that you can submit it.

If you have any of the following symptoms, please contact your affiliated academic affairs section.

・Any of strong symptoms such as dyspnea (dyspnea), strong fatigue (malaise), and high fever
・Relatively mild cold symptoms such as fever and cough continue (including cases where you have to continue taking medicines)

*Reference:
Kanazawa University top
→ The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
→ Information of Latest Schedule →
● 【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応／Response to the Covid-19】

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
January 12, 2021

To all students,

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【19th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have raised the level for “business trips / travel” in the "Concrete guidelines" of the "Kanazawa University’s Guideline to Prevent the Spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)". As a result, some changes will be made from 18th report as follows, so please check.

Each and every one of us should work harder than ever to prevent infection and act responsibly with new lifestyles such as thorough hand washing, social distance, and physical distance in mind.

There is no change that classes will be held remotely until January 14th in principle, unless otherwise specified.

(1) Moving out of the prefecture
A state of emergency was announced on January 8, 2021. In response to this, for the time being, movement to the area subject to the state of emergency is prohibited in principle unless permitted by the dean of college or graduate school through your affiliated academic affairs section. We also request you to refrain from unnecessary and non-urgent movements to other areas.

(2) Participation in job hunting and internships
・For job hunting and internship participation in the area subject to the state of emergency, please consult with the person in charge of the company as to whether or not it can be carried out online.
・If you move to an area subject to a state of emergency for face-to-face participation, follow the notification of your affiliated academic affairs section.
・Carefully consider job hunting and internship participation that accompany movement to areas not covered by the state of emergency, in view of the nationwide trend of infection.
・If necessary, consult with your academic advisor, supervisor, or employment support room.

*Reference: The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Kanazawa University top → Information of Latest Schedule →
●【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応／Response to the Covid-19】

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
December 24, 2020

To all students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【18th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

Yesterday, it was found that a student at Kanazawa University had a new coronavirus infection. In addition, many infected people have been confirmed in Ishikawa Prefecture due to karaoke competitions and restaurant related clusters. In order to prevent the occurrence of clusters inside and outside the university, always keep infection prevention in mind, take responsibility for your own actions, and each person should continue to thoroughly implement basic infection prevention measures. Also, pay particular attention to the following points.

There is no change in requesting refrain from moving to endemic areas outside the prefecture, which is unnecessary and non-urgent, during the period from December 26th to January 3rd, which was notified in the 17th report.

1. Be especially careful when eating with a large number of people or using a karaoke shop.
2. Avoid contact with the elderly, who are at high risk of aggravation of symptoms.
3. Many cases of infection have been confirmed due to the situation where the mask is removed. Be aware that there are infected people around you, and thoroughly implement a "new lifestyle" such as wearing a mask and ensuring physical distance.
4. The 6 days from December 29th to January 3rd will be closed due to the year-end and New Year holidays and counter of each campus will be closed during this period. The contact information for emergency contact due to an incident or accident, or to report or consult for test conduction due to suspicion of suffering from coronavirus infection is as follows.
   *Kakuma Central Monitoring Room Tel: 076-264-6295

5. Please check the notification of your college or graduate school for the implementation of classes after January 4th.

We will continue to notify you at any time according to the social situation, so be sure to check all notifications (Web, portal etc.) from Kanazawa University.

(Continue to next page)
Recommendation to the government from subcommittee about "5 situations"

"5 situations" of higher infection risk

[situation 1] social gathering with drinking alcohol and other events like that
- Attention is reduced due to the effects of drinking alcohol.
- Infection risk would be increasing especially when a lot of people stay in narrow spaces which are separated by a threshold for a long time.
- The same is true when people drink from a glass that's being passed around and share chopsticks.

[situation 2] eating and drinking with large groups and long hours
- Infection risk would be increasing by these reasons compared to short time meal:
  - eating and drinking accompanied by entertainment, for a long time, and ladder liquor at midnight.
- The same is true when people talk louder and fly droplet at the meal of like more than 5 people together.

[situation 3] having a conversation without wearing a mask
- Infection risk of droplet infection and microdroplet infection would be increasing by having a conversation at a short distance without wearing a mask.
- Infection cases without mask: e.g. Karaoke in a daytime, outdoor barbecue

[situation 4] community life at the narrow spaces
- Infection risk would be increasing because people share closed space for a long time at the narrow spaces of community life.
- Infection cases in common facilities: room and restroom of dormitory etc.

[situation 5] switching whereabouts
- Infection risk would be increasing by our attention is relaxed and environmental changes when switching whereabouts at break time of work.
- Infection cases: break room, smoking area, changing room. Also, be careful in the car when you move by car or bus.

Contact

Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

[17th Report] <IMPORTANT> Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have been providing notifications from 1st report to 16th report regarding the response to new coronavirus infectious diseases (COVID-19), and we notified that "it is possible to move to endemic areas outside the prefecture" during the winter holidays in the 16th report. However, due to the rapid spread of infection nationwide, the crisis of medical collapse has become a reality in various places, and the number of students who got tested for coronavirus are increasing at Kanazawa University. Therefore, during the winter holiday period from December 26th to January 3rd, we request that you refrain from moving to endemic areas outside the prefecture that are unnecessary and non-urgent. Especially during the year-end and New Year holidays, the behavior of each individual is crucial, so it is important that each person continue to implement basic infection prevention measures in order to reduce the risk of infection.

*Endemic Areas*: Specifically, as of 12:00 on December 14, there are 29 prefectures of Hokkaido, Iwate, Miyagi, Yamagata, Fukushima, Ibaraki, Tochigi, Gunma, Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Nagano, Gifu, Shizuoka, Aichi, Mie, Kyoto, Osaka, Hyogo, Nara, Okayama, Hiroshima, Kochi, Fukuoka, Kumamoto, Oita, Kagoshima and Okinawa. For the time being, we will post the transition of infected persons by prefecture on the website (Kanazawa University’s Guideline to Prevent the Spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)) of the university and update it around 12:00 on the first weekday of every week.

In response to the arrival of the "3rd wave", it is important to balance measures to prevent the spread of infection inside and outside the university. Instead of thinking "I won’t be not infected", please act with the mind "There is a possibility that I am already infected and may transfer to others."

In addition, as stated in the attached notice from the president today, if the PCR test or antigen test has been put on hold, but you still have symptoms of concern about infection with the coronavirus and wish to be tested, please consult the Health Service Center.

*Holiday/night emergency contact: Kakuma Campus Central Monitoring Room. (Tel:076-264-6295)*

We will notify you at any time according to the social situation, so be sure to check all notifications (Web, portal etc.) from Kanazawa University.

(Continue to next page)
**Reference**【“5 situations” of higher infection risk, recommended by the subcommittee on measures against new coronavirus infection】

*Recommendation to the government from subcommittee about “5 situations”*

**“5 situations” of higher infection risk**

1. **[situation 1] social gathering with drinking alcohol and other events like that**
   - Attention is reduced due to the effects of drinking alcohol.
   - Infection risk would be increasing especially when a lot of people stay in narrow spaces which are separated by a threshold for a long time.
   - The same is true when people drink from a glass that’s being passed around and share chopsticks.

2. **[situation 2] eating and drinking with large groups and long hours**
   - Infection risk would be increasing by these reasons compared to short time meal:
     - eating and drinking accompanied by entertainment, for a long time, and ladder liquor at midnight.
   - The same is true when people talk louder and fly droplet at the meal of like more than 5 people together.

3. **[situation 3] having a conversation without wearing a mask**
   - Infection risk of droplet infection and microdroplet infection would be increasing by having a conversation at a short distance without wearing a mask.
   - Infection cases without mask: e.g. Karaoke in a daytime, outdoor barbecue

4. **[situation 4] community life at the narrow spaces**
   - Infection risk would be increasing because people share closed space for a long time at the narrow spaces of community life.
   - Infection cases in common facilities: room and restroom of dormitory etc.

5. **[situation 5] switching whereabouts**
   - Infection risk would be increasing by our attention is relaxed and environmental changes when switching whereabouts at break time of work.
   - Infection cases: break room, smoking area, changing room. Also, be careful in the car when you move by car or bus.

*Reference: The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Kanazawa University top → Information of Latest Schedule →
●【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応／Response to the Covid-19】

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
December 15, 2020

To all students,

President

About consultation and examination when there are symptoms such as fever

With the arrival of the third wave of new coronavirus infection, the risk of infection has increased, so please take the following measures in consideration of maintaining the health of students.

○ In addition to paying attention to health management on a daily basis, if you have symptoms such as fever, dyspnea, or malaise, please consult as soon as possible according to the procedures announced by Ishikawa Prefecture.

○ If the PCR test or antigen test has been put on hold at the discretion of your primary doctor or the Ishikawa Prefectural Fever Patient Consultation Center, but you still have symptoms of concern about infection and wish to be tested, please do not hesitate to consult with the Health Service Center.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weekdays</td>
<td>Health Service Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From 8:30 to 17:00</td>
<td>076-264-5256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night or holiday etc.</td>
<td>Kakuma Central Monitoring Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>076-264-6295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*If the situation worsens and you need to urgently, please consult your primary doctor or Ishikawa Prefecture Fever Patient Consultation Center (0120-540-004 24 hours support) or request an ambulance (119) regardless of the above measures.*
To all students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【16th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have been providing notifications from 1st report to 15th report regarding the response to new coronavirus infectious diseases (COVID-19). In the 4th quarter, in order to secure learning opportunities, we will continue to hold classes face-to-face after taking infection prevention measures, so please make efforts for daily health management. In classes where it is difficult to conduct all face-to-face classes, taking into consideration the capacity of the lecture room and the number of students, the classes would be conducted in combination with remote classes after consideration by the faculty or graduate school. There is no change in.

However, since the university entrance test will be held on January 16th and 17th, classes scheduled to be held in the lecture room used for the examination will be conducted remotely in principle from January 8th to 14th. For details on whether classes and research activities in lecture rooms other than the above are conducted remotely or face-to-face, please check at any time by notification from your college or graduate school. The official academic calendar will not be changed.

Infection is spreading due to karaoke at nearby universities. In order to prevent the spread of infection by an unconscious subclinical patient (cluster), do not underestimate the risk of infection spread such as companionship and karaoke, moving to endemic areas, and part-time jobs with high risk of infection. When participating in the event, each person should continue to take measures to prevent infection.

(1) Preparing for the classes on 4th quarter
All students should make every effort to manage their health such as temperature measurement daily, and record it in the "Health and Activity Record Sheet" (attached to the 14th report) so that it can be submitted. If an infection is found, you may be asked to submit it.

(2) Class opening form in the 4th quarter
Please check the class format (face-to-face class type, interactive Web class type, etc.) in the 4th quarter at any time on the syllabus. Division may be specified even for the same class.
In addition, if it is difficult to conduct face-to-face classes due to snow, etc., it may be changed to remote classes. In that case, the supervisor in charge of the class will notify you via the Acanthus Portal.

(3) Taking face-to-face classes
- Please take the class after disinfecting with the hand disinfectant solution at the entrance of the lecture room.

(Continue to next page)
In order to identify the contact person when an infected person occurs, please manage attendance in all classes according to the attendance management device or the instruction of the instructor in charge of the class.

In order to decentralize the cafeteria during the lunch break, some of the second class hours will be changed under the shift system, and all the third and subsequent classes will be moved back by 15 minutes. For details on dividing classes into groups A and B, please check it from “Student Information Service” on the Acanthus Portal after December 7th. If you do not know which group the class you are taking belongs to, please act in time for 10:30 and check the actual start time for the second class.

● Change of class period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8時</th>
<th>9時</th>
<th>10時</th>
<th>11時</th>
<th>12時</th>
<th>13時</th>
<th>14時</th>
<th>15時</th>
<th>16時</th>
<th>17時</th>
<th>18時</th>
<th>19時</th>
<th>20時</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>現行</td>
<td>①8:45-10:15</td>
<td>②10:30-12:30</td>
<td>③11:00-14:30</td>
<td>④13:45-16:15</td>
<td>⑤16:30-18:00</td>
<td>⑥18:15-19:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aグループ</td>
<td>8:45-10:15</td>
<td>10:30-12:30</td>
<td>11:30-14:45</td>
<td>12:15-15:30</td>
<td>14:45-17:15</td>
<td>16:30-18:00</td>
<td>18:15-19:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bグループ</td>
<td>8:45-10:15</td>
<td>10:45-12:15</td>
<td>11:45-14:45</td>
<td>12:30-15:45</td>
<td>14:45-17:15</td>
<td>16:30-18:00</td>
<td>18:30-20:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(4) Measures to prevent the spread of infectious diseases for face-to-face lessons
If you have any of the following symptoms, please contact your affiliated student affairs section.
- Strong symptoms such as dyspnea (dyspnea), strong fatigue (malaise), and high fever
- Relatively mild cold symptoms such as fever and cough continue (Including cases where you have to continue taking antipyretics)

(5) Consideration for absence of face-to-face class
If there is a symptom shown in (4) above, the student will be treated as “suspension of attendance” based on the provisions of the School Health and Safety Law. In that case, we will carry out assignments and make-up classes so that there is no disadvantage to the students.

(6) Moving to endemic areas outside the prefecture
Including winter holidays, it is possible to move to an endemic area after taking measures to prevent infection such as wearing a mask.
However, when attending private meetings and New Year’s holidays, please make effort to prevent infection more than ever. Thoroughly wash your hands, wear masks, and each person should act responsibly, keeping in mind new lifestyles such as social distance and physical distance and “5 situations” of higher infection risk.

(7) Moving overseas
There is no change from the 15th report. Moving overseas is prohibited in principle, unless permission is obtained from the dean or graduate school dean through the affiliated student affairs section.

(8) Club activities
There is no change from the 15th report. Keep in mind that club activities sporadically generate clusters at other universities.

(Continue to next page)
(9) Other

Do not discriminate, prejudice, or slander the infected person or his/her family, and try to understand the feelings of the other person. If the atmosphere of blaming the infection spreads, it may lead to delays in consultation at medical institutions, so it is important not to be in tune with discrimination and prejudice. We will notify you at any time according to the social situation, so be sure to check all notifications (Web, portal etc.) from Kanazawa University.

*Reference【“5 situations” of higher infection risk, recommended by the subcommittee on measures against new coronavirus infection】

Recommendation to the government from subcommittee about “5 situations”

“5 situations” of higher infection risk

[Situation1] social gathering with drinking alcohol and other events like that
- Attention is reduced due to the effects of drinking alcohol.
- Infection risk would be increasing especially when a lot of people stay in narrow spaces which are separated by a threshold for a long time.
- The same is true when people drink from a glass that’s being passed around and share chopsticks.

[Situation2] eating and drinking with large groups and long hours
- Infection risk would be increasing by these reasons compared to short time meal:
  eating and drinking accompanied by entertainment, for a long time, and ladder liquor at midnight.
- The same is true when people talk louder and fly droplet at the meal of like more than 5 people together.

[Situation3] having a conversation without wearing a mask
- Infection risk of droplet infection and microdroplet infection would be increasing by having a conversation at a short distance without wearing a mask.
- Infection cases without mask: e.g. Karaoke in a daytime, outdoor barbecue

[Situation4] community life at the narrow spaces
- Infection risk would be increasing because people share closed space for a long time at the narrow spaces of community life.
- Infection cases in common facilities: room and restroom of dormitory etc.

[Situation5] switching whereabouts
- Infection risk would be increasing by our attention is relaxed and environmental changes when switching whereabouts at break time of work.
- Infection cases: break room, smoking area, changing room. Also, be careful in the car when you move by car or bus.


Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

[15th Report] IMPORTANT Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have been providing notifications from 1st report to 14th report regarding the response to new coronavirus infectious diseases (COVID-19). In order to secure learning opportunities for students, Classes from the 3rd quarter will resume face-to-face classes in principle after taking measures to prevent infectious diseases.

For classes where it is difficult to conduct all lectures face-to-face due to lecture room capacity and the number of participants, we will conduct remote classes together after consideration by the faculty or graduate school.

(1) Preparing to attend classes in the third quarter

All students should strive for health management such as temperature measurement, record the attached "Health and Activity Record Sheet", and make it available for submission when requested. We may ask you to submit when an infection is discovered.

(2) Form of classes in the third quarter

Please check the class format (face-to-face class type, interactive Web class type, etc.) in the 3rd quarter at any time on the syllabus. Division may be specified even for the same class.

(3) Taking face-to-face classes

・Please take the class after disinfecting with the hand disinfectant solution at the entrance of the lecture room.
・In order to identify the contact person when an infected person occurs, please manage attendance in all classes according to the attendance management device or the instruction of the instructor in charge of the class.
・In order to decentralize the cafeteria during the lunch break, some of the second class hours will be changed under the shift system, and all the third and subsequent classes will be moved back by 15 minutes. For details on dividing classes into groups A and B, please check it from "Student Information Service" on the Acanthus Portal after September 30th. If you do not know which group the class you are taking belongs to, please act in time for 10:30 and check the actual start time for the second class.

(Continued in next section)
(4) Measures to prevent the spread of infectious diseases for face-to-face lessons
If you have any of the following symptoms, please contact your affiliated student affairs section.
・Strong symptoms such as dyspnea (dyspnea), strong fatigue (malaise), and high fever
・Relatively mild cold symptoms such as fever and cough continue (Including cases where you have to continue taking antipyretics)

(5) Consideration for absence of face-to-face class
If there is a symptom shown in (4) above, the student will be treated as “suspension of attendance” based on the provisions of the School Health and Safety Law. In that case, we will carry out assignments and make-up classes so that there is no disadvantage to the students.

(6) School bus
The school bus will now operate as usual. Depending on the congestion situation in the future, we will consider increasing the number of flights as necessary.

(7) Moving to endemic areas outside the prefecture
After October 1st, it is possible to move to an endemic area after taking measures to prevent infection such as wearing a mask.
*Endemic Areas: Specifically, as of 12:00 on September 23, there are 9 prefectures of Hokkaido, Gunma, Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Aichi, Osaka, and Hyogo. For the time being, we will post the transition of infected persons by prefecture on the website (Kanazawa University’s Guideline to Prevent the Spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)) of the university and update it around 12:00 on the first weekday of every week.

(8) Moving overseas
There is no change from the 14th report. Moving overseas is prohibited in principle, unless permission is obtained from the dean or graduate school dean through the affiliated student affairs section.
*Overseas: Currently, according to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Safety Information, The whole world is set to Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 2. In addition, most countries are set to Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 3 (Recommendations for travel cancellation).

(Continued in next section)
(9) Club activities

Club activities are permitted with the utmost consideration to prevent the spread of infection, but activities that cannot avoid crowding are prohibited in principle. (Some may be permitted depending on the situation.)

Also, university-sponsored or co-sponsored events, participation in competitions or concerts will be canceled or postponed in principle. (However, some may be permitted depending on the situation)

The training room can only be used for regular education, and training camps without games or concerts are prohibited.

(10) Installation of COVID-19 Contact-Confirming Application

We request all students who have smartphones to install COCOA (COVID-19 Contact-Confirming Application) https://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/seisakunitsuite/bunya/cocoa_00138.html.

*Reference: The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Kanazawa University top → Information of Latest Schedule →
●【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応／Response to the Covid-19】

Contact

Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【14th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have been providing notifications from 1st report to 13th report regarding the response to new coronavirus infectious diseases (COVID-19). During the summer holidays, please make every effort to prevent infection, including private meetings. Each person should act responsibly, keeping in mind new lifestyles such as thorough hand washing, wearing a mask while paying attention to heat stroke, and social distance or physical distance.

In preparation for face-to-face classes from the third quarter, we will notify you of related matters as follows, so please check the contents. More details on the third quarter classes will be announced at a later date.

(1) In attending the third quarter classes

Course registration

- Undergraduate students: From September 14th to September 16th (Changed)
- Graduate students: From October 1st to October 18th

Since face-to-face classes will be the main from third quarter, please return to your "commuting address" by September 17, two weeks before the start of classes, as far as possible, regardless of whether or not you have been staying in endemic areas.

After September 17, all students should strive for health management such as temperature measurement, record the attached "Health and Activity Record Sheet", and make it available for submission when requested. We may ask you to submit when an infection is discovered.

(2) Moving to endemic areas outside the prefecture (Not including transit points)

As notified in the 13th report, during the summer holidays, we request refraining from nonessential and no urgent travel to endemic areas.
*Endemic Areas: Specifically, as of 12:00 on August 31, there are 11 prefectures of Hokkaido, Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Aichi, Kyoto, Osaka, Hyogo, Fukuoka, and Okinawa. Please note that Ishikawa Prefecture is also an endemic area, so care must be taken when moving out of the prefecture. For the time being, we will post the transition of infected persons by prefecture on the website (Kanazawa University's Guideline to Prevent the Spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)) of the university and update it around 12:00 on the first weekday of every week.

(Continued in next section)
(3) Moving overseas

There is no change from the 13th report. Moving overseas is prohibited in principle, unless permission is obtained from the dean or graduate school dean through the affiliated student affairs section.

*Overseas: Currently, according to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Safety Information, The whole world is set to Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 2. In addition, most countries are set to Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 3 (Recommendations for travel cancellation).

(4) Report of infection

If you undergo a PCR test, becoming a high-risk contact person, confirmed to be infected or have become a disease carrier with no symptom, please contact your affiliated student affairs section immediately so that we will instruct you what to do next separately. (Please check the contact information in advance.) We will respond on the spot if necessary.

*Emergency contact during holidays/night: Kakuma Central Monitoring Room

(Tel: 076-264-6295)

(5) Club activities

Club activities are permitted with the utmost consideration to prevent the spread of infection, but activities that cannot avoid crowding are prohibited in principle. (Some may be permitted depending on the situation.)

Also, university-sponsored or co-sponsored events, participation in competitions or concerts will be canceled or postponed in principle. (However, some may be permitted depending on the situation)

The training room will be closed and training camps without games or concerts are prohibited.

Message from Health Service Center

In situations where people have to keep a physical distance to prevent infection, it is difficult to establish a connection with them. That's why it's important to connect with someone in some way.

In the Student Counseling Room of the Health Service Center, you can consult with a certified psychologist about various worries and problems in your student life.

The consultation room is confidential, so if you get stuck alone, please contact the consultation room by phone or email.

(TEL: 076-264-5255, E-mail: hokekan@kenroku.kanazawa-u.ac.jp)

Also, please refer to the consultation for details on the website “安全で快適な学生生活のために きいつけまっし”

Health Service Center, Student Counseling Room

http://hsc.w3.kenazawa-u.ac.jp/student-counseling/
“きいつけまっし”

*Reference: The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Kanazawa University top → Information of Latest Schedule →
●【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応／Response to the Covid-19】

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【13th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have been providing notifications from 1st report to 10th report regarding the response to new coronavirus infectious diseases (COVID-19). During the summer holidays from August 19th to September 30th, please make every effort to prevent infection, including private meetings. Each person should act responsibly, keeping in mind new lifestyles such as thorough hand washing, wearing a mask while paying attention to heat stroke, and social distance or physical distance. Please check the details as below.

(1) The start date of course registration for the third quarter is as follows.
   Undergraduate students: From September 15th
   Graduate students: From October 1st
   We will notify you later about when the course types such as “remote” and “face-to-face” in the third quarter classes will be available on the syllabus.

(2) Moving to endemic areas outside the prefecture
   As notified in the 12th report, during the summer holidays from August 19th to September 30th, we request to refrain from nonessential and no urgent travel to endemic areas. When returning home for unavoidable reasons, there are many opportunities to come into contact with the elderly and eat and drink, which may lead to infection of the elderly. Therefore, please pay sufficient attention to infection prevention, avoid situations where there is a high risk of infection such as eating out in large numbers, and act carefully with a new lifestyle in mind.

   In preparation for the resumption of face-to-face classes in the third quarter, we request that you return to the “commuting address” by September 17, two weeks before the resumption. After that, please refrain from going out as much as possible, and carry out health management such as thermometry at home for 2 weeks.

*Endemic Areas: Specifically, as of 12:00 on August 17, there are 13 prefectures of Hokkaido, Ibaraki, Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Aichi, Kyoto, Osaka, Hyogo, Shimane, Fukuoka, and Okinawa. For the time being, we will post the transition of infected persons by prefecture on the website (Kanazawa University's Guideline to Prevent the Spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)) of the university and update it around 12:00 on the first weekday of every week.

(Continued in next section)
(3) Moving overseas
There is no change from the 12th report. Moving overseas is prohibited in principle, unless permission is obtained from the dean or graduate school dean through the affiliated student affairs section.
*Overseas: Currently, according to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Safety Information, the whole world is set to Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 2. In addition, most countries are set to Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 3 (Recommendations for travel cancellation).

(4) Health care
Measure your body temperature and check subjective symptoms daily, using health check sheet.
(To access the sheet: https://www.adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/ad_gakusei/student/kyomu/covid-19.html)
If you undergo a test (including becoming a high-risk contact person.), or if you are confirmed to be infected or have become a disease carrier with no symptom, please contact your affiliated student affairs section immediately so that we will instruct you separately. (Please check the contact information in advance.)
*Emergency contact information during the Obon holidays (8/19-8/21) or holidays/night
Central Monitoring Room for Kakuma (Tel: 076-264-6295)

(5) Club activities
In principle, club activities inside and outside the university including solicitation, and student events sponsored and co-sponsored by the University will be suspended or postponed. (Some may be permitted depending on the situation.) In addition, we may conditionally permit participation in competitions and concerts etc., only when University recognizes that measures to prevent the spread of infectious diseases are thoroughly implemented. Details will be announced later.

*Reference: The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Kanazawa University top → Information of Latest Schedule →
●【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応／Response to the Covid-19】

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【12th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have been providing notifications from 1st report to 10th report regarding the response to new coronavirus infectious diseases (COVID-19). As shown below, there are some changes from the 11th report, so please check the contents.

As before, try to prevent infection, and take responsible actions with a new lifestyle such as thorough hand washing, wearing heat-resistant masks, and social distance or physical distance.

Regarding classes, there will be no change in face-to-face or remote classes unless otherwise specified. Those who have symptoms such as fever and those who have close contacts with infected person will be suspended from attending classes. If a patient (confirmed case) or disease carrier who have no symptom is discovered among students, please contact the student affairs section of your affiliation immediately as we would inform you separately. For classes that have been suspended, we asked faculty members in charge of the class to take alternative measures.

(1) Moving to endemic areas outside the prefecture

As stated in the 11th report, the movement to the endemic area by August 18 is prohibited in principle, unless permission is obtained from the dean or graduate school dean through the affiliated student affairs section. In addition, we request you to refrain from nonessential and no urgent travel during the summer holidays, August 19th to September 30th. In preparation for the resumption of face-to-face classes in the third quarter, we request that you return to the “commuting address” from the “endemic area” by September 17, two weeks before the resumption. After that, please refrain from going out as much as possible, and carry out health management such as thermometry at home for 2 weeks.

*Endemic Areas: Specifically, as of 12:00 on August 3, there are 15 prefectures of Saitama, Chiba, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Gifu, Shizuoka, Aichi, Kyoto, Osaka, Hyogo, Hiroshima, Fukuoka, Kumamoto, Miyazaki, Okinawa. For the time being, we will post the transition of infected persons by prefecture on the website (Kanazawa University’s Guideline to Prevent the Spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)) of the university and update it around 12:00 on the first weekday of every week.

(2) Moving overseas

There is no change from the 11th report. Moving overseas is prohibited in principle, unless permission is obtained from the dean or graduate school dean through the affiliated student affairs section.

(Continued in next section)
*Overseas: Currently, according to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Safety Information, the whole world is set to Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 2. In addition, most countries are set to Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 3 (Recommendations for travel cancellation).

(3) Health Care
- Measure your body temperature and check subjective symptoms daily, using health check sheet.
(To access the sheet: https://www.adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/ad_gakusei/student/kyomu/covid-19.html)

(4) Actions correspond to “New Daily Life”
- Thoroughly avoid places where airtightness, congestion, and contact occur on a daily basis.
- Avoid eating and drinking in large groups
- When using a restaurant for a meal, pay attention to the display of Self conformity declaration mark.
- Refrain from making loud voices (loud talk at restaurants, karaoke, events, sports competitions, etc.).
- Wear a mask, wash your hands, disinfect and ventilate thoroughly.

(5) Utilization of contact confirmation application
- Actively use the app ‘COCOA: COVID-19 Contact Confirming Application’ developed by the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare as well as notification systems unique to local governments.

(6) Club activities
- We will continue to prohibit club activities including solicitation in principle, both inside and outside the university. Also, events for students hosted or co-sponsored by Kanazawa University will be canceled or postponed in principle. However, some activities for which thorough infection prevention measures have been implemented may be permitted upon application with the approval of the club advisor.


Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【11th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have been providing notifications from 1st report to 10th report regarding the response to new coronavirus infectious diseases (COVID-19). We will inform you as follows, so please confirm the contents including related matters and comply with them.

As a characteristic of COVID-19, it is known that people who do not show symptoms despite being infected will spread the infection. Instead of thinking like ‘I am not infected’, please think like ‘I am already infected and I may pass on to others’.

It is a summer holiday from August 19th. In your daily life, please try to prevent infections more thoroughly and take responsible actions in consideration of new lifestyles such as thorough hand washing, wearing a mask with attention to heat stroke, and social distance or physical distance.

Regarding classes, there will be no change in face-to-face or remote classes unless otherwise specified.

1. Taking classes

・Always wear a mask when commuting to university or attending classes. However, if you are concerned about the occurrence of heat stroke due to climatic conditions, remove your mask and keep a sufficient distance from others.
・Before and after class, disinfect your hands with the disinfectant at the entrance of the lecture room.
・In order to identify the contact person when an infected person occurs, please manage attendance using the attendance management device or follow the supervisor’s instruction in all face-to-face classes.
* Those who have symptoms such as fever and those who have close contacts with infected person will be suspended from attending classes. For students in the above situation, please contact the student affairs section of your affiliation. For classes that have been suspended, we asked faculty members in charge of the class to take alternative measures.

2. Taking examinations remotely

・When conducting regular examinations remotely, for example, the act of multiple examinees gathering together for examination is subject to disciplinary action as misconduct. In addition, prohibited acts during the exam time are also subject to disciplinary action, so be sure to carefully check the prohibited matters before starting the exam for each class subject.

Continued on next page
3. Health care
   • Measure your body temperature and fill out a health check sheet daily.
     (To access the form: https://www.adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/ad_gakusei/student/kyomu/covid-19.html)
   • For students who have moved to an area where the infection has spread or have a cold symptom within the past two weeks, make sure that you’re not infected and attend classes with the utmost consideration (wearing a mask, encouraging hand washing, etc.).
   • Wash hands with running water and soap for at least 30 seconds before and after the class.
   • If you have an alcohol disinfectant, use it to disinfect your hands and fingers.
   • Avoid crowds during breaks and minimize your time at university.

4. Cafeteria
   • When purchasing from the co-op or using the cafeteria, follow the infection control measures instructed by the store.

5. Moving outside the prefecture or overseas
   • In principle, moving to a region where infection is spreading or overseas is prohibited, except when permitted by the dean of the department through your student affairs section.
     *Infection spread area: Specifically, Tokyo, Kanagawa, Saitama, Chiba, Osaka, Hyogo, and Kyoto are applicable as of today. For the time being, we will post the transition of infected persons by prefecture on the website (Kanazawa University’s Guideline to Prevent the Spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)) of the university and update it.
     *Overseas: Currently, according to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Safety Information, The whole world is set to Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 2. In addition, most countries are set to Infectious Disease Hazard of Level 3 (Recommendations for travel cancellation).

   *Reference: The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
   Kanazawa University top → Information of Latest Schedule →
   ● 【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応／Response to the Covid-19】

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【10th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have been providing notifications from 1st report to 9th report regarding the response to new coronavirus infectious diseases (COVID-19). In the 9th report, we announced part of the resumption of face-to-face classes in the second quarter and “Notes for Students to Resume Face-to-face Classes”.

We inform as follows for the resumption of face-to-face classes from June 19. As a member of Kanazawa University, please be aware of yourself and prepare yourself for class resumption.

At private meetings, please continue to work to prevent infections, and always take new lifestyles into consideration, such as thorough hand washing, wearing a mask while paying attention to heat stroke, and social distance or physical distance.

Regarding club activities inside or outside the university including solicitation, there is no change in the policy of prohibiting activities in principle.

★Matters to be especially noted for resuming of face-to-face classes after June 19

1. Commuting
   ・Please allow enough time to commute to university. Please wear a mask at all times when commuting to university or attending classes. If you are concerned about possible health problems such as heat stroke due to climate conditions, you can remove your mask while keeping a sufficient distance from others.
   ・From June 19 to July 3, we will prepare and operate some leased buses in addition to the regular route buses. (Only available for students who have a commuter pass for the Hokuriku Railway bus on the specified operating section).

Please check the following reference sites for operating sections. When commuting university on weekdays, an arranging staff will be placed at the bus stop in a section with a large number of passengers, in order to guide passengers and avoid congestion.

Please follow the instructions.

*Reference
Kanazawa University top→For New Student“路線バスを利用して通学を予定している学生・教職員へのお知らせ”
https://www.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/news/78393

2. Classes
   ・Please use the disinfectant at the entrance of the lecture room to disinfect your hands before attending the class.
   ・To identify the contact person when an infected person occurs, in all face-to-face classes.
   ・In order to avoid congestion in the cafeteria, we will change some of the 2nd class hours and move all the 3rd and subsequent classes to 15 minutes. For more information about
class A/B grouping, please check the Student Information Service on the Acanthus Portal after June 18 (Available only on campus). If you are not sure which group the class you are taking belongs to, please act in time for 10:30 for the second class and check the actual start time.

● Change of class hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>8時</th>
<th>9時</th>
<th>10時</th>
<th>11時</th>
<th>12時</th>
<th>13時</th>
<th>14時</th>
<th>15時</th>
<th>16時</th>
<th>17時</th>
<th>18時</th>
<th>19時</th>
<th>20時</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>現行</td>
<td>08:45-10:15</td>
<td>10:30-12:00</td>
<td>12:30-14:30</td>
<td>14:15-16:15</td>
<td>16:10-17:45</td>
<td>17:30-19:00</td>
<td>18:15-19:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aグループ</td>
<td>08:45-10:15</td>
<td>10:30-12:00</td>
<td>12:30-14:30</td>
<td>14:15-16:15</td>
<td>16:10-17:45</td>
<td>17:30-19:00</td>
<td>18:15-19:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bグループ</td>
<td>08:45-10:15</td>
<td>10:30-12:00</td>
<td>12:30-14:30</td>
<td>14:15-16:15</td>
<td>16:10-17:45</td>
<td>17:30-19:00</td>
<td>18:15-19:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

● Student Information Service, Course (An example)

● Grouping (plans)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nearest cafeteria</th>
<th>College/School</th>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Details example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Central           | General Education | By lecture building floor | A : A/C/E floor  
B : B/D/F floor, other |
| Central/North     | College of Human and Social Sciences | By lecture building | A : Human and Social Science Hall 1-2, Human and Social Science Lecture Hall 1  
B : Human and Social Science Hall 3-5, Human and Social Science Lecture Hall 2, Other |
| Central South     | College of Science and Engineering | By department | A : School of  
・ Mathematics and Physics  
・ Mechanical Engineering  
・ Electrical and Computer Engineering  
・ Electrical, Information and Communication Engineering  
・ Frontier Engineering  
・ 1st grade for School of Mechanical Engineering, Electrical, Information and Communication Engineering and Frontier Engineering  
B : School of  
・ Chemistry |
### Departments and Grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>South</th>
<th>School of Pharmacy / Pharmaceutical Sciences</th>
<th>By grade and department</th>
<th>A: 1-2 grade, 4th grade of School of Pharmaceutical Sciences</th>
<th>B: 3rd grade, 4-6 grade of School of Pharmacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Takaramachi</td>
<td>School of Medicine</td>
<td>By grade</td>
<td>Separate notice from school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsuruma</td>
<td>School of Health Sciences</td>
<td>By department</td>
<td>A: Department of Nursing</td>
<td>B: Other than Department of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All assigned to B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cafeteria

We do not provide cafeteria-style meals, but sell takeaway menus and bento boxes at lunch in the cafeteria and shop. Bring your own lunch if possible to ease congestion in the cafeteria. Food poisoning is likely to occur, so we recommend foods that can be stored at room temperature, such as sweet bread.

*Reference: The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Kanazawa University top → Information of Latest Schedule →
●【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応/Response to the Covid-19】

**Contact**

Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
May 27, 2020

To all students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

[9th Report] <IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have been providing notifications from 1st report to 8th report regarding the response to new coronavirus infectious diseases (COVID-19). In view of the current situation in the whole country, Kanazawa University prohibits school attendance without any purpose and conducts classes remotely during the first quarter.

However, due to the cancellation of the emergency declaration in Japan and Ishikawa Prefecture and the relaxation of the level in “Education” of Kanazawa University’s Guideline, we decided to resume face-to-face classes partly from second quarter. Details are being considered by each faculty and graduate school. After the details are decided, student affairs section of your own affiliation will inform you.

Also, there are no change to strongly request to refrain from participating in activities with high risk of infection, such as parties, karaoke, and music live.

Matters already notified

- School attendance will be continuously prohibited from May 28 to June 18.
- To be allowed to attend the university, permission from the university is required in advance.
- Graduate students who have obtained the approval of the Dean of the Graduate School from their supervisor will be allowed to attend the university for research activities.

Matters newly decided this time

- Face-to-face classes will resume partly from the second quarter starting on June 19.
- Course registration for the second quarter will begin on Monday, June 8.
- Those who are currently staying at parents’ home should return to their “commuting address” by June 5 in preparation for the resumption of face-to-face classes. Also, please check your temperature and subjective symptoms using the form “Health Check Sheet” predetermined by the Health Service Center.
- Please refer to the attached “Notes for Students to Resume Face-to-face Classes” and prepare for the restart of face-to-face classes.
- Research activities by graduate students or graduation research by undergraduate students will be permitted when your supervisor has obtained the approval of the Dean of the Graduate School or College in advance.
Club activities including solicitation during the second quarter are prohibited in principle, both inside and outside the university. However, depending on the situation, some activities can be permitted. (Details will be provided by Student Support Division.)

*Reference: The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Kanazawa University top → Information of Latest Schedule →
● 【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応／Response to the Covid-19】

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
Notes for Students to Resume Face-to-face Classes

Points to note before class starts

1) Those who are currently staying at parents' home should return to their "commuting address" by June 5, 2 weeks before the class starts, in preparation for the resumption of face-to-face classes. Then, please check your temperature and subjective symptoms using the form "Health Check Sheet" predetermined by the Health Service Center.

   ◆ Health check sheet by Health Service Center

2) As a characteristic of this new coronavirus infection (COVID-19), it is known that people who do not show symptoms despite being infected will spread the infection. Instead of recognizing that you are not infected, be aware that you are already infected and you may pass on to others. As a member of the university, all students should be aware of and be responsible adults and prepare for class resumption.

3) If you have a fever or other symptoms, please treat yourself at home instead of going to university and ask the public health center or medical institution if necessary.

4) Please check the university's website and Acanthus portal at least once a day for the latest information.

   Website https://www.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/
   Acanthus Portal https://acanthus.cis.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/

For face-to-face classes

5) When commuting to school, avoid crowds and attend with plenty of time.

6) When using public transportation to commute to school, please wear a mask and be aware of social distance.

7) Course registration for the second quarter will begin on Monday, June 8. Please check the syllabus from the same day for the format of the classes offered in the second quarter. The format is described in the keyword column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>face-to-face class type</th>
<th>The instructor in charge of the class conducts face-to-face lectures in the lecture room.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>「対面授業型」</td>
<td>「双方向テレビ会議型」</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**teleconference/web meeting type**

You need a device such as a smartphone or PC that has the functions of a camera and a microphone. Most laptops and smartphones have built-in cameras and microphones, but it is necessary to check their own usage environment in advance.

Basically, it is not necessary to go to university, but in some cases it may be necessary to attend the lecture room designated by the instructor.

**「オンデマンド教材型」 on-demand class type**

You can watch the lecture materials (slides, etc.) with narration and the recorded video at a convenient time. Questions and discussions will be held at different times by means such as email. Going to university is not necessary. If you want to watch lecture materials at the university, please use the self-study room with a Wi-Fi environment. When using, please use earphones.

**「○○型（一部○○型併用）」○○ and ○○ (combination)**

Combines the above three types. For details, please check the syllabus and instructions from the teacher in charge of the lesson.

**The others**

There will be instructions in the syllabus or from the teachers in charge of the lesson.

---

8) Part of the class time will be changed to avoid congestion in the cafeteria. Divide students into two groups and delay the start time of the second class of one group at 10:45 and start the lunch break from 12:15. From the third period, all classes will be delayed by 15 minutes. Details will be announced separately.

9) Please wear a mask when facing each other. If you do not bring a mask, you can purchase one at the university co-op.

10) Please use the hand sanitizer installed at the entrance of the lecture room.

11) When taking the class, please open your front, back, left and right of the seat to ensure a physical distance from others. Please do not sit in the seats that are marked as not allowed.

12) Check attendance in all classes to identify contact persons when an infected person occurs. Please hold your student ID over the attendance management device installed in the lecture room or follow the instructions of the instructor in charge of the class.

13) Please refrain from asking questions or consulting after the class or visiting the office. When contacting the teacher in charge of the class, please contact the email address provided on the syllabus.
14) Some face-to-face classes may also be combined with some remote classes. Please use the empty lecture room and shared space on campus for self-study. Student Affairs Section of your own affiliation will inform you about the lecture rooms to open. Use earphones to view audio material.

Other

15) We will simplify the menu and reduce the number of seats in the cafeteria. Before eating, wash your hands with water and soap for at least 30 seconds, or use an alcohol hand disinfection if there is. Please refrain from talking during meals.

16) Bring your own lunch if possible to ease congestion in the cafeteria. Food poisoning is likely to occur, so we recommend foods that can be stored at room temperature, such as sweet bread. We also recommend using bento and bread sold on campus.

   ◆Reference: To prevent food poisoning due to bento
   (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries)
   https://www.maff.go.jp/j/syouan/seisaku/foodpoisoning/lunchbox.html

Club activities

17) Club activities including solicitation during the second quarter are prohibited in principle, both inside and outside the university. However, depending on the situation where infection prevention measures are thoroughly implemented, some activities can be permitted. (Details will be provided by Student Support Division.)

18) There are no change to strongly request to refrain from participating in activities with high risk of infection, such as parties, karaoke, and music live.
To all students,

Trustee(Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【8th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

We have been providing notifications from 1st report to 7th report regarding the response to new coronavirus infectious diseases (COVID-19). In view of the current situation in the whole country, Kanazawa University will continue to prohibit school attendance with no purpose and conduct classes remotely as follows, in order to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

In addition, there will be no change in the prohibition of club activities including solicitation and the strong demand for refraining from participation in activities with high risk of infection, such as party, karaoke, and music live.

・School attendance will be continuously prohibited from May 28 to June 18.
・The 9th report is scheduled to be sent on May 27.
・If you get permission from the university in advance, you will be allowed to attend the university in a short time.
・Graduate students who have obtained the approval of the Dean of the Graduate School from their supervisor will be allowed to attend the university for research activities.
・If Kanazawa University will start face-to-face classes in the future, we will notify more than 2 weeks before the start. Students who are currently outside Ishikawa Prefecture are requested to return to Ishikawa Prefecture with sufficient time (around 2 weeks) before class starts, refrain from going out as much as possible, and take temperature measurements for 2 weeks at home.

*Reference: The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Kanazawa University top → Information of Latest Schedule →
●【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応／Response to the Covid-19】

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【7th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

As we have been notified so far, Kanazawa University conducts classes while maximizing educational opportunities under the current difficult circumstances. As part of that, we are conducting the classes remotely from April 20 for the time being, in order to guarantee the opportunity for study while maintaining the health and safety of all students. Since various effects may occur depending on the student’s Internet connection environment, we have taken measures, such as the use of the Wi-Fi environment inside the university, including other ex-post measures in order to prevent inequality.

Although we also have been conducting classes remotely for new students from the beginning, we believe that Kanazawa University’s mission is to maximize the abilities of students. Therefore, we hope all students would study sufficiently at home.

In addition, as a characteristic of this new coronavirus infection (COVID-19), it is known that people who do not show symptoms despite being infected will spread the infection. Instead of thinking like ‘I am not infected’, please think like ‘I am already infected and I may pass on to others’. The new coronavirus will come to the end sooner if each of us act as a member of Kanazawa University with awareness and pride. We really appreciate your understanding and cooperation.

As follows, we will continue to prohibit school attendance without purpose and classes will be given only remotely in order to prevent the spread of infectious diseases of COVID-19 in view of the current situation in the whole country.

● Continuing from May 7th to May 27th, school attendance will be prohibited.
(There is a possibility of further extension in the future).

However, if you get permission from the university in advance, you can attend for a short time.

If Kanazawa University will start face-to-face classes in the future, we will notify you two weeks before the start.

*Reference: The University’s Response to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Kanazawa University top → Information of Latest Schedule →
●【新型コロナウイルス感染症への対応/Response to the Covid-19】

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To students,

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【6th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

Regarding Kanazawa University’s measures to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus infection (COVID-19) at the start of the class on April 20, the following changes have been made from the 5th report, issued in April 10. So please check the contents.

We strongly urge each of you to work on those measures continuously with awareness and attention to your behavior.

To avoid the risk of spreading infection, attending school with no purpose is prohibited.

There is no change in class start on April 20. However, classes will only be conducted remotely, and face-to-face classes will not be conducted until May 6. The following website will inform you of the availability of face-to-face classes after May 7, so please check back from time to time.

In addition, we will stop all events that bring students to the university, such as course guidance and orientations.

*Reference【Notification regarding New Coronavirus Infection】
Kanazawa University website top→ Information of Latest Schedule→【Response to the Covid-19】

Sincerely,

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To students

Trustee(Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【5th Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

At the start of the class on April 20, we have summarized Kanazawa University’s measures as follows, in order to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus infection (COVID-19). Please check the contents together with previous first to 4th reports so far.

This series of responses is something that students should naturally observe as a member of society, and we strongly urge each of you to work continuously with awareness and attention to your behavior.

In addition, there is no change at the moment about the class starting on April 20. Particularly, first-year undergraduate students should stay in ‘Address during your commuting period’ with plenty of time in order to meet the course guidance on April 14 and April 15. For the time being, classes will be conducted remotely as far as possible. Kanazawa University is also preparing measures to avoid the condition of cluster generation as follows.

*Reference
Kanazawa University website top→Information of Latest Schedule→
【Response to the Covid-19】

1. When attending school
   ① Nonessential and non-urgent outing
      *If there is no purpose of attending school such as face-to-face classes, we strongly request not to attend school to avoid the risk of spread of infection.

   ② Increasing the number of bus vehicles
      *In the case unavoidably attending school for face-to-face classes and so on, Kanazawa University will operate some rental buses in order to reduce congestion inside the bus, in addition to regular route buses. Please check the service section at the following reference site. Further, on weekdays from April 14 to May 1, guide staffers will be placed at a nearby bus stops with a large number of passengers to avoid congestion, so please follow the instructions.
*Reference
Kanazawa University website top
→Article name ‘路線バスを利用して通学を予定している学生・教職員へのお知らせ’

2. Classes
   *Some of lectures will be conducted remotely for the time being. To check whether each course is held remotely or face-to-face, check the syllabus on the University website after
April 14.
*For classes conducted remotely, the keyword ‘遠隔’ (Remote Learning) will be mentioned on the syllabus.
• For students who attending school for face-to-face classes, some second period hours will be shifted, and all third and subsequent classes will be delayed 15 minutes, in order to disperse the concentration in the cafeteria during the lunch break.


3. Cafeteria
• For the time being, cafeteria-style meals will not be provided in the cafeteria. Instead, we sell takeout menus and bento boxes there. Bring lunch and other lunches whenever possible to avoid congestion during sales. In order to avoid congestion during the lunch break, please try to bring a lunch box whenever possible.
• At lunchtime, cafeterias and lecture rooms that are designed not to be face-to-face are prepared. As a result, the number of seats in the cafeteria will decrease significantly, so priority will be given to those who bought takeout menus.

4. Club activities
• Club activities, including solicitation, are prohibited for the time being, both on and off campus.
• For information on the University’s accredited club activities, please check the following website.

https://www.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/campuslife/extracurricular/circle

5. Participation in events with high infection risk, such as parties, karaoke, music live etc.
• We continuously urge you to refrain from participating in those events.

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To Students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【4th Report】IMPORTANT Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

In order to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus infection (COVID-19), students should follow the instructions below.

If you have a fever of 37.5 degrees or higher, cough, sneezing, nasal discharge, sore throat, etc., please rest at home. If you took a PCR inspection for suspected infection, please promptly report it to the Student Affairs Division of your department.

In the future, notices will be distributed at any time according to the social situation, so be sure to check all notifications (website, portal notifications, etc.) from Kanazawa University.

Various notices related to the COVID-19 are posted on the following website, so please check it.

【Notification regarding New Coronavirus Infection】
Kanazawa University website top → Response to the Covid-19

1. General considerations

① Nonessential and non-urgent outing (Especially for students returning from foreign countries or areas other than Ishikawa Prefecture)

Please refrain from nonessential and non-urgent outing continuously.

Particularly, we strongly recommend you not to travel to the areas where the infection spread is remarkable, in light of the rapid increase in the number of infected people in countries such as Italy and the United States, etc., and areas such as Tokyo and Osaka.

Also, we recommend students who are currently outside Ishikawa Prefecture, including overseas, to return to Ishikawa Prefecture with sufficient time before class starts (like two weeks ago), and prepare for the classes, refraining from going out as much as possible.

② Participation in events with high infection risk, such as club activities, parties, karaoke, and music live

We continuously urge you to refrain from participating in those events to prevent small patient populations (clusters) from creating the next ones.
2. Consideration regarding Guidance for Course Registration (April 14 and 15)
   • On the day, please attend the guidance according to the instructions of the section in charge.
   • Please wear a mask as far as possible.

3. Consideration after class starts (April 20)
   ① We are currently considering the implementation of classes that can be conducted remotely.

   ② Health care
   • Measure your body temperature and fill out a health check sheet daily.
   • Students who have traveled abroad or have had a cold symptom within the last two weeks have to attend classes with due care (wear the mask, wash hands, etc.).
   • Wash hands with running water and soap for at least 30 seconds before and after the class.
   • If you have an alcohol disinfectant, use it to disinfect your hands and fingers.
   • Please avoid your private language during class.
   • Please wear a mask as far as possible (Kanazawa University do not distribute masks).

   ③ When attending school
   • We are currently considering to increase the number of buses.
   • When boarding a bus, Please make sure to line up with your neighbors at a distance.
   • While riding the bus, please wear a mask as far as possible, refrain from talking, and wash your hands after getting off.

   ④ At lunch
   • For lunchtime, please bring lunch boxes and take other measures to prevent many students from crowding in the cafeteria.
   • When lining up, Please make sure to keep ample space between yourself and avoid your private conversations in line.
   • Please avoid talking during meals and leave immediately after lunch.

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To Students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

【Third Report】<IMPORTANT>Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

In addition to the first report delivered on February 27 and the second report delivered on March 3 through Acanthus Portal, we strongly request you to refrain from the following things until April 20, when classes start, in order to prevent the spread of the new coronavirus infectious disease.

1. **Nonessential and non-urgent outing (Especially for students returning from foreign countries or areas other than Ishikawa Prefecture)**
   Please refrain from nonessential and non-urgent outing continuously.
   Particularly, we strongly recommend you not to travel to the areas where the infection spread is remarkable, in light of the rapid increase in the number of infected people in countries such as Italy and the United States, etc., and areas such as Tokyo and Osaka.
   Also, we recommend students who are currently outside Ishikawa Prefecture, including overseas, to return to Ishikawa Prefecture with sufficient time before class starts (like two weeks ago), and prepare for the classes, refraining from going out as much as possible.

2. **Participation in events with high infection risk, such as parties, karaoke, and music live**
   We continuously urge you to refrain from participating in those events to prevent small patient populations (clusters) from creating the next ones.
   Especially in club activities, we forbid face-to-face recruitment of new students until the classes start.

3. **Other**
   ① If you have a fever of 37.5 degrees or higher, cough, sneezing, nasal discharge, sore throat, etc., please rest at home. If you took a PCR test for suspected infection, please promptly report it to the Student Affairs Division of your department.
   ② In the future, notices will be distributed at any time according to the social situation, so be sure to check all notifications (website, portal notifications, etc.) from Kanazawa University.
   【Notification regarding New Coronavirus Infection】
   Kanazawa University website top → 【Important】Alert on the New Coronavirus

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81-76-264-5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To all the students

Trustee (Education and Student Affairs),
Vice President

(2nd Report) Notes on New Coronavirus Infection <Important>

In order to prevent the spread of new coronavirus infections, We strongly urge you to refrain from the following matters until the end of March, in addition to the contents of the message delivered on February 27 through Acanthus Portal.

1. Participation in events with high infection risk, such as parties, karaoke, and music live
   The Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare suggests that the young generation, from teens and thirties, may unconsciously become the source of infection, due to no symptoms or mild symptoms.
   We urge you to refrain from participating in these events to prevent small patient populations (clusters) from creating the next ones.

2. Nonessential and non-urgent outing
   As we notified in the previous report, please refrain from going out if it’s not necessary or urgent.
   Especially, since these one or two weeks are a crucial time for the infection to spread or converge, please cooperate to prevent infection.
   In the case you have a fever of 37.5 degrees or higher, cough, sneezing, nasal discharge, sore throat, etc., please rest at home.

3. Others
   ① The training room in the gymnasium will be closed from 10:00 on March 2 to 10:00 on March 16.(Both Kakuma and Tsuruma)
   ② In the future, notices will be distributed at any time according to the social situation, so be sure to check all notifications (website, portal, etc.) from Kanazawa University.

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Tel: +81–76–264–5156
E-mail: stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
To Students

Notice on New Coronavirus Infectious Disease

In light of the recent situation of the new type of coronavirus (COVID-19) infection, we call attention as follows.

1. **For all students,**
   - Please try to prevent infection by refrain from going out except for urgent use and wash your hands thoroughly.
   - In the announcement of the entrance examination of the University on March 7 and 21, we prohibit current students to enter the area around the notice board.
   - We also prohibit access to university premises during the later scheduled entrance examination on March 12.
   - Be sure to continuously confirm the notification from Kanazawa University, such as notification from Acanthus Portal or any other boards. If infection is suspected, please consult and report according to the notice on the website below.
     【Website regarding New Coronavirus Infectious Disease】
     Top page of Kanazawa University → “Alert on the New Coronavirus”
     https://www.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/e-news/75907

2. **For students conducting extracurricular activities,**
   - Training camps, games, concerts etc. have to be discontinued or postponed in principle, after consultation with the advisor.
   - If it is difficult to discontinue or postpone the events planned, please be sure to consult with the advisor and then ask the Student Support Division.
   - Normal activities inside the campus such as practice should be done while trying to prevent infection.
   - In the announcement of the entrance examination of the University on March 7 and 21, we strictly prohibit any activities on the area around the notice board.

3. **For job hunting students,**
   - Kanazawa University Carrier Fair Individual Sessions which was scheduled to be held from March 2 to March 4 has already been announced as canceled.
   - In the meantime, please conduct job hunting with health and safety first.
   - If you participate in seminars or briefings hosted by companies, please make every effort to prevent infection.

4. **For students who live in the University dormitory**
   - Individuals should strive for physical condition management and infection prevention, and keep their rooms and common spaces clean.
   - Please refrain from holding a gathering inside the dormitory.

5. **For students considering traveling abroad (including international students),**
   - Please refrain from unnecessary or urgent travel. If travel is unavoidable, be sure to consult with your supervisor and take the necessary travel procedures.
After you return to Japan, please be sure to check the website below and follow the instructions.

Be sure to continuously check the notifications from Kanazawa University, such as notification from Acanthus Portal or any other boards. If your infection is suspected, please consult a doctor after consulting with a public health center and report to the university according to the notice on the website below.

【Website regarding New Coronavirus Infectious Disease】
Top page of Kanazawa University → “Alert on the New Coronavirus”
https://www.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/e-news/75907

Contact
Student Affairs Division, General Affairs Section
Student Affairs Department, Kanazawa University
Tel. (+81) 76-264-5156
E-mail stsomu@adm.kanazawa-u.ac.jp